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1. Category - Check one and indicate New, Existing, or Existing Building Commissioning (EBCx)

   Commercial Buildings    New    Existing or    EBCx 

  Institutional Buildings:     

   Educational Facilities    New    Existing or    EBCx

   Other Institutional    New    Existing or    EBCx

   Health Care Facilities    New    Existing or    EBCx

   Industrial Facilities or Processes    New    Existing or    EBCx

   Public Assembly    New    Existing or    EBCx

   Residential (Single and Multi-Family)      

2. Name of building or project:

                         City/State: 

3. Project Description:

Project Study/Design Period:  to  
 Begin date (mm/yyyy)  End date (mm/yyyy) 

Percent Occupancy at time of submission:

4. Entrant (ASHRAE member with significant role in project):

a. Name:     
                                                                                                                             Last First Middle

       Membership Number:

       Chapter:

       Region:

b. Address (including country):  

      
                          City State Zip Country

c. Telephone: (O) d.  Email:

e. Member’s Role in Project:   

f. Member’s Signature:   

5. Engineer of Record:  

By affixing my signature above, I certify that the information contained in this application is accurate to the best of my knowledge.  In addition, 
I certify that I have discussed this entry with the owner and have received permission from the owner to submit this project to the ASHRAE 
Technology Awards Competition.
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SPECTRUM HEALTH LAKELAND RENOVATION AND CLINICAL PAVILION IS 
A RENOVATION AND EXPANSION OF THE EXISTING MEDICAL CENTER IN 
ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN. 
Representing an uncommon delivery method for the 
region, Spectrum Health, SmithGroup, and Turner 
Construction, and trade partners formed a strategic 
partnership using an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD). 

The IPD team determined that the original project 
scope (50,000 sf of new construction and 28,000 sf 
of renovation) would result in design, construction, 
and operational inefficiencies. The IPD team worked 
together to optimize the project, resulting in expansion 
of the new construction portion to 260,000 sf. This 
allowed the team to satisfy key long-term owner goals 
while minimizing the long-term costs. The new clinical 
pavilion houses six significant clinical destinations: 
a cardiac care center (including four catheterization 
labs and cardiac rehab), imaging (including two MRIs, 
two CTs, two fluoroscopy rooms, and two ultrasound 
rooms), a universal care clinic, endoscopy (including 
two procedure rooms, one bronchoscopy room, and 
prep recovery), surgery (including 12 operating rooms, 
a cystoscopy room, and post-anesthesia care unit), and 
an 18-bed intensive care unit (including a dedicated 
healing garden and family support spaces). 

The Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) 
system is composed of an innovative, 1,000-ton chilled 
water plant using multiple chillers, heat recovery, and 
ice storage; connection to the existing steam plant to 
serve new space heating, humidification, domestic hot 
water, and sterilization loads; and multiple custom 
Variable Air Volume (VAV) air handling units.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
Due to 24/7 operational schedules, intense domestic 
water usage, and code-mandated minimum air change 
rates, hospitals represent some of the most energy 
intensive consumers in the built environment. As such, 
energy efficiency was a key driver in the design process.  

Waste heat from the 250-ton heat recovery chiller 
is recovered via plate-and-frame heat exchanger to 
preheat city water for domestic water heating. At peak 
capacity, the chiller provides enough recoverable heat 
to preheat 42% of the peak domestic water heating 
load.

Multiple energy savings approaches were applied to the 
N+1 redundant AHUs (affectionately referred to as “The 
Twins” by the team), which operate year-round to serve 
the surgical suite. While these 50,000 cfm, 400 ft/min 
tunnel velocity units were headered together to provide 
added resiliency, the headered design allows the 

units to operate simultaneously at 25,000 cfm each. 
A 50% reduction in the tunnel velocity for these static 
pressure-intensive units greatly reduces fan energy to 
provide significant cost savings.  

Additionally, desiccant wheels were used to satisfy the 
low supply air dewpoint temperature required by the 
operating rooms without using excess energy. In doing 
so, the design team eliminated the need to depress the 
entire chilled water plant supply temperature by 4°F to 
serve only 20% of the Pavilion’s peak cooling load. As a 
result, chilled water plant efficiency increased by 16%. 

INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
Indoor air quality is critical in hospitals to prevent 
the spread of environmental and airborne pathogens, 
and the IPD team addressed this comprehensively. 
Outside air quantities were provided to satisfy the 
most stringent of three factors: ASHRAE Std 62.1 airflow, 
ASHRAE Std 170 airflow, and building pressurization 
requirements. Multiple stages of filtration were 
provided in all five AHUs, with additional space 
allocated for additional, higher-grade filtration – the 
importance of which is critical in the midst of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Pressure-independent VAV boxes 
on both supply and return not only provide volumetric 
control of airflow, but also ensure pressure control at 
the room and system levels to minimize the risk of 
infiltration-borne mold growth.

SmithGroup’s planning and engineering teams worked 
together to design operating rooms with sterile 
fields larger than required by ASHRAE 170. The larger 
footprint provides for surgical procedure flexibility and 
accommodates clinical support staff and equipment 
within the sterile field, minimizing disturbances to the 
critical unidirectional airflow pattern.  

INNOVATION 
Operational resilience of building systems was 
identified early as an important design driver. Due to 
frequent power outages experienced by the existing 
electrical system, a dependable source of adequate 
power was deemed critical to the success of the 
project. In addition to the installation of a new dual 
source, 69 kV electrical substation on-site for normal 
power, three 1250kW diesel generators and a large fuel 
storage system provide emergency power for 100% of 
the Clinical Pavilion loads for up to 72 hours.  
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In addition to robust electrical systems, HVAC systems 
are provided with multiple levels of redundancy. In 
addition to the aforementioned “Twins,” three 60,000 
cfm AHUs (“The Triplets”) are also headered together to 
serve the remainder of the Clinical Pavilion, providing 
redundancy in the event of an entire unit failure or 
during preventative maintenance. Additionally, all 
AHUs are provided with fan arrays, providing full airflow 
capacity at each AHU in the event of a single fan failure.  

The chiller plant is another example of a multi-faceted 
approach to resiliency. Two 400-ton centrifugal chillers 
(one duty, one standby), one 250-ton heat-recovery 
chiller, and a 425-ton ice-making chiller provide full 
cooling capacity should any one unit fail. Reusing 
the existing dual-fuel steam boiler plant provided 
a redundancy not available with the majority of 
condensing boilers, maintaining a back-up source of 
fuel should natural gas service fail for any reason. N+1 
heat exchangers provide similar redundancy at the 
steam/hot-water heat exchange station and pump sets 
serving the cooling and heating plants are provided in 
a headered arrangement with a redundant pump for 
each distribution system. 

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 
A three-boiler steam plant served the campus 
heating needs, but the Owner reported that the 
over-sized boilers had trouble maintaining stable 
operation during low-load conditions. By adding the 
Clinical Pavilion’s space heating, humidification and 
sterilization loads to the existing steam plant, the 
IPD team was able to increase demand at the existing 
plant, alleviating the part load operational issues.   

Access to equipment above ceilings in hospitals 
requires adherence to strict containment procedures, 
making equipment placement and access paths of 
critical importance. With that in mind, the IPD team 
designed an interstitial space above the Operating 
Suite, where a cat-walk system provides a non-
intrusive access path  to the supply and return air 
venturi valves and their associated reheat coil valves 
serving the operating rooms. Terminal units and 
equipment serving other clinical spaces and patient 
rooms were also placed in the corridors to ensure 
safety, security, and privacy. 

COST EFFECTIVENESS 
The 24-tank, 3,200 ton-hour ice storage system 
provides cooling redundancy and reduces electricity 
costs by taking advantage of off-peak consumption 
charges and avoiding demand charge penalties due 
to the utility’s ratchet clause. The system creates ice 

overnight, when consumption charges are only $0.017/
kWh, and melts the ice for cooling during the day, 
when the on-peak consumption rate is nearly 3x as 
high ($0.047/kWh). By melting ice during the day, one 
400-ton chiller is kept offline, reducing peak electrical 
demand by 315 kW. By reducing both consumption 
and demand charges, the system saves approximately 
$78,000/year, resulting in a payback of under 10 years. 

With the IPD model, both design and construction 
teams worked together to create a chilled water 
system that was both robust and cost effective. 
By implementing feedback from the entire team, 
unnecessary system components (such as certain 
valves, bypasses, and control points) were identified 
and removed, saving significant first cost without 
sacrificing a robust and maintainable system.  

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT  
Chillers utilize R-123, a refrigerant with a low Ozone 
Depleting Potential (0.02), very low Global Warming 
Potential (77), and a short atmospheric life. Utilizing 
multiple smaller chillers (in lieu of fewer, but 
larger chillers) minimizes the potential impact of 
a refrigerant leak from a chiller, should such an 
event occur. The chiller plant also reduces water 
consumption by producing ice at night when wet bulb 
temperatures are lower, minimizing evaporation losses 
from the cooling towers. 

The Clinical Pavilion is located adjacent to a quiet 
residential neighborhood, so minimizing noise within 
and beyond the building was identified early as a Key 
Performance Indicator (KPI) by the Owner. Extensive 
analysis with the acoustical engineer identified a 
number of critical noise sources for attenuation: 
Oversized cooling towers allow fans to run at lower 
speeds and oversized intake and exhaust louvers 
reduce face velocity through the louvers. Low air tunnel 
velocity, multiple silencers and acoustically-designed 
fans minimizes HVAC noise from the AHUs. 

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT 
The President of the hospital was so pleased with the 
outcome of the project that he shared a three-minute 
video tour focused on the MEP systems at Spectrum 
Health Lakeland’s annual gala event, celebrating 
the success of the project with key donors and local 
media. View the video here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=q9OGEvF4ld4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9OGEvF4ld4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9OGEvF4ld4 
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